Framing the Sun: The Arch of Constantine and the Roman Cityscape
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To illustrate some of the key paradigm shifts of their discipline, art historians often point to the fluctuating fortunes of the Arch of Constantine. Reviled by Raphael, revered by Alois Riegl, condemned anew by the reactionary Bernard Berenson and conscripted by the openly Marxist Ranucchio Bianchi Bandinelli, the arch has served many agendas. Despite their widely divergent conclusions, however, these scholars all share a focus on the internal logic of the arch's decorative program. Time and again, the naturalism of the monument's spoliated, second-century reliefs is compared to the less organic, hieratic style of the fourth-century carvings. Out of that contrast, sweeping theories of regrettable, passive decline or meaningful, active transformation are constructed. This methodology has persisted at the expense of any analysis of the structure in its urban context. None of these influential critics has considered the arch as part of a larger urban ensemble or tried to understand how it would have been seen in its particularly flashy setting in the area now known as the Colosseum Valley. Even the most recent and theoretically advanced work on the arch perpetuates the interpretative amputation of the structure from its environment in the densely built-up late antique cityscape of Rome.

This characteristic of the literature on Constantine's Arch in many ways parallels aspects of the scholarship on Constantine himself (r. 306-37), which routinely assumes the emperor's "conversion" to Christianity to have been a personal, internally motivated, and unambiguous act. Such an approach obscures the complex negotiations among competing religious ideologies, cultural traditions, and political interests actually inherent in the process. Constantine's Christianity, like his arch, is all too often divorced from the specific, local contexts for which it was created and which in turn defined its meaning.

This article attempts to redress some of the imbalances in the literature on Constantine's Arch and, by extension, on his religious inclinations in the years immediately following his defeat of Maxentius in 312. To begin with, the siting of the arch at the southern edge of the monument-rich Colosseum Valley added multiple layers of signification to the work. The reconstruction of the visual experience of a spectator approaching and passing through the arch from the Via Triumphalis to the south reveals the dynamic spatial and visual relation between the arch and the ancient, colossal statue of the sun god Sol that stood 353 feet (108 meters) behind it. While a handful of scholars has noted Constantine's interest in the cult of Sol, they have relied primarily on numismatic and epigraphic data, missing the important monumental evidence. Indeed, when religion has been brought into discussions of the arch, the focus has always been on the question of how much Christian content can be read into the monument (and, in particular, into its inscription). This study offers an alternative understanding of the Arch of Constantine by considering the ways its topographical setting articulates a relation between the emperor's military victory and the favor of the sun god.

The Position of the Arch

In Rome, triumphal arches usually straddled the (relatively fixed) route of the triumphal procession. Constantine's Arch, built between 312 and 315 to celebrate his victory over the Rome-based usurper Maxentius (r. 306-12) in a bloody civil war, occupied prime real estate, for the options along the "Via Triumphalis" (a modern term but a handy one) must have been rather limited by Constantine's day. The monument was built at the end of one of the longest, straightest stretches along the route, running from the southern end of the Circus Maximus to the piazza by the Flavian Amphitheater (the Colosseum) (Fig. 1). At this point, the triumphal procession would turn left, pass over the edge of the Palatine Hill into the area of the Roman Forum, and from there wind its way up to the Temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus on the Capitoline. Given its centrality, its situation in an arterial valley between several hills, and its location on the piazza dominated by the main entrance to the amphitheater, the zone around the Constantinian Arch must have been one of the most heavily trafficked in the city.

While its prominence no doubt enhanced its attractiveness, the space would nevertheless have posed considerable topographical challenges to the fourth-century designers. Most strikingly, the orientation of the ancient triumphal road and that of the comparatively newer structures in the Colosseum Valley did not match up, being off by about seven degrees (Fig. 2). The road dated back at least to the time of Augustus (late first century BCE to early first century CE). Its course, determined by the contours of the Palatine and Caelian Hills, does not appear to have been altered during the rebuilding of the area by the emperor Nero (r. 54-68), who incorporated the road into the Domus Aurea, his lavish new palace, after the fire of 64 CE. Although Nero preserved the ancient road line, the new structures of the Domus Aurea just to the north were not aligned with it. Rather, they were angled seven degrees to the east, perhaps taking their orientation from the encircling Velian or Esquiline Hills. Given the vast scale of the Domus Aurea, which extended from the Palatine to the Esquiline Hills and incorporated many pre-existing structures into its fabric, it is not surprising to find divergent axes among its constituent parts. Nero's successors, the emperors of the Flavian dynasty, radically transformed or demolished many parts of the despised Domus Aurea and built the great amphitheater and piazza over its remains in the valley. But the Neronian axis in this part of the city was nevertheless preserved. The Temple of Venus and Roma, commissioned half a century later by the emperor Hadrian (r. 117-38), was constructed directly atop the substructures...
of the palace vestibule on the Velian, just to the west of the Flavian piazza, thus reestablishing the Neronian orientation. The enormous statue base that Hadrian installed between the temple and the amphitheater for the relocated Colossus of Sol (see below) was also positioned along the Neronian grid.

The misalignment between the Via Triumphalis and the valley monuments to which it led was thus preserved over the centuries. For the Constantinian designers, this meant that any monument marking the arrival of the road in the piazza would be off axis with one or the other (or both). This problem had already been addressed by the Flavians, who cleverly installed a round fountain, known as the Meta Sudans, at this juncture, thereby masking the divergence of axes (Figs. 3, 4). The Meta Sudans itself, however, would have presented further complications for the fourth-century planners, since its direct alignment with the triumphal road meant that any arch in front of it, astride that same road, would perforce center on the fountain. While the Meta Sudans was an elegant and no doubt much appreciated urban amenity, it lacked military connotations and gravitas, making it inappropriate as the focal point of a triumphal monument.

The solution to these topographical challenges achieved by the Constantinian designers is ingenious. First, they set the new monument not over the road but rather a bit further north, beyond the point where the road gave way to the piazza proper. The location of the arch in this open space
and not atop the road meant that the designers had some flexibility in its positioning and orientation. Freed of the necessity to center the arch on the road, they shifted the monument about 6½ feet (2 meters; equal to about a tenth of its width) to the east, while still orienting it with the road.\(^5\) Because the arch sits atop the Flavian paving rather than atop the road itself, this displacement would probably not have been very noticeable to the observer on the ground, but its effect on the spatial configuration of the valley was profound. It solved the problem of how to put an arch along this stretch of the triumphal route without having the Meta Sudans fill its central passageway: thanks to the two-meter shift, the tall cone of the fountain was almost completely hidden behind the arch’s second pier. This is clear from photographs taken before the 1936 demolition of the remains of the Meta Sudans (Fig. 4).

The clever choice to orient the arch with the triumphal road but not to center it on it had an additional benefit, for the two-meter eastward shift meant that the arch’s central passageway framed a different ancient monument in the Colosseum Valley: the (now-lost) colossal bronze statue of the sun god Sol.\(^4\) Although the arch was off axis with the statue, which was oriented with the old Neronian grid of the Colosseum Valley, the long distance separating the two monuments (355 feet, or 108 meters) masked the oblique, seven-degree angle (Fig. 2). Indeed, in early photographs (Fig. 5), the base of the colossus (also subsequently bulldozed by Benito Mussolini) appears to be squarely framed through the arch’s central passageway, presenting an illusion of axiality between these structures.

The position of the Arch of Constantine thus had a number of advantages. It created the appearance of design in the Colosseum Valley, whose disparate, misaligned monuments represented a number of key moments in Rome’s architectural history. Furthermore, from the point of view of travelers following the triumphal route and approaching from the south, the apparent alignment of the road, the arch, and the colossus would have suggested a natural relation between Sol and the triumphal ritual; the statue would even have appeared, at least temporarily, as the route’s destination.

The notion of a close relation between Sol and imperial triumph would have underscored many key themes in Constantinian propaganda. Constantine’s worship of the sun god belonged to an established imperial tradition going back to Augustus and Nero, who were often represented as being under the tutelage of Apollo.\(^5\) In the third century, emperors were frequently associated with Sol Invictus, the Unconquered Sun.\(^6\) With the empire racked by civil wars and threatened by powerful Eastern neighbors, the sun god’s attributes of invincibility, eternity, and dominion over the East became irresistible as a model for the figure of the emperor.\(^7\) Although Constantine’s immediate imperial predecessors, the Tetrarchs, showed little interest in solar worship, favoring the more traditional state gods Jupiter and Hercules instead, Constantine seems to have been a particularly fervent adherent of the cult of the sun—at least to judge from the material evidence of his reign (as opposed to the overwhelmingly Christian written sources).\(^8\) A number of his numismatic portraits depict him with Sol’s rayed crown and raised right hand, while the legend SOLI INVICTO COMITI (to the invincible sun, companion [of the emperor]) appears on fully three-quarters of Constantine’s coinage between 313 and 317.\(^9\) But the most important evidence for this emperor’s special relationship with the sun god is his arch in the Colosseum Valley, in both its adornment and its location.

**The Colossus from the First to the Fourth Centuries**

Created by the sculptor Zenodorus for Nero’s Domus Aurea, the Colossus of Sol originally stood in the palace vestibule on the Velian Hill.\(^20\) The emperor Hadrian had the statue moved down the hill toward the Flavian Amphitheater and onto a new base, to make room for his Temple of Venus and Roma.\(^21\) The site and dimensions of the Hadrianic statue base (whose rubble core is visible in Fig. 5) are today marked

---

\(^{4}\) Arch of Constantine and the (heavily restored) remains of the brick core of the Meta Sudans, viewed from the north, early 20th century (photograph in the public domain)
by an elevated, grassy island in the piazza (Fig. 6).\textsuperscript{22} Ancient images of the statue on coins (Fig. 7) and a gem (Fig. 8) show a nude male figure in a \textit{contrapposto} stance. He wears a radiate crown, leans on a pillar, and holds a ship’s rudder in his right hand; the rudder rests on a sphere or globe. Marianne Bergmann combined these various representations to generate her excellent reconstruction drawing (Fig. 9).\textsuperscript{23}

Although ancient reports of the statue’s height are inconsistent, Fred Albertson has recently proposed that it was likely made to match the proportions of the Colossus of Rhodes (also dedicated to the sun god), one of the seven wonders of the ancient world.\textsuperscript{24} Combining the literary testimony with archaeological data about the Rhodian cubit (the standard unit of measurement for colossal statues, Zenodorus’s specialty), Albertson calculates that the statue was 60 cubits tall, or 103 feet (31.5 meters). With the long rays of the figure’s crown, the total height is estimated at roughly 125 feet (38 meters), excluding the statue base. (By comparison, the adjacent Flavian Amphitheater is 159 feet, or 48.5 meters, tall.)

Whom did the colossus represent? Both Pliny and Suetonius describe the image as a “likeness [\textit{simulacrum}]” or “effigy [\textit{effigie}]” of the emperor Nero. Some recent scholars, however, dispute this identification, which they see as an expression of the hostility on the part of the Roman elite toward Nero and his distasteful megalomania; they identify the statue instead as the sun god Sol, Nero’s protector.\textsuperscript{25} It is true that the statue’s nudity and extraordinary scale would have been unheard of in an image of a living emperor in Rome,\textsuperscript{26} although Pliny mentions another colossal portrait of Nero, also allegedly 120 feet tall, painted on linen and on display in...
a private garden complex on the Esquiline until it was struck by lightning and destroyed. The question of whether the statue depicted Nero or Sol is, at any rate, largely misguided, for Roman emperors were frequently represented in the guise of their patron deity. Nero in fact did much to meld his own identity with that of the sun god, maintaining that he was touched miraculously by the sun’s rays at birth, competing in lyre-playing contests like Apollo Citharoedus, and having himself shown with the deity’s radiate crown in his numismatic portraits or, on embroidered curtains at the theater, driving a chariot against a background of golden stars. The statue could thus have been conceptualized as Nero-in-the-guise-of-Sol or Sol-with-the-portrait-features-of-Nero. Either way, Zenodorus’s intentions are not particularly relevant for our concerns; what is certain is that the statue bore the attributes of Sol and was widely believed to represent Nero. This belief seems to have been a disturbing one. Pliny informs us that the statue was rededicated to the sun god
perhaps too pin down the statue's solar identity once and for all, and to prevent any further slippage back to Nero, Hadrian also intended (according to this same source) to install a matching statue of the moon goddess Luna nearby, although the plan was never realized.

Despite Hadrian's efforts to reinforce the statue's association with Sol, the colossus seems to have been irresistible to the more self-aggrandizing of Rome's later emperors. Commodus (r. 180–92) was said to have removed not just certain facial features but the entire head (again described as a portrait of Nero), replacing it with his own image. Commodus also allegedly added to the statue a club and a lion, the attributes of Hercules, his patron deity. The report is probably apocryphal, although the reverse images on some of Commodus's medallions show a statue of Hercules that closely matches the pose of the colossus, which thus may represent the altered statue. Perhaps more plausibly, the biography also states that Commodus replaced the dedicatory inscription on the statue's base with one honoring his own achievements as a champion gladiator. The text boasted that he had defeated one thousand men on twelve separate occasions, using only his left hand. These adaptations of the monument were presumably undone after Commodus's violent end and the subsequent damnation of his memory.

Of greatest significance to Constantine was the most recent transformation of the colossus, which occurred under his predecessor and civil war rival, the emperor Maxentius. The alteration is attested by three fragments of an enormous marble inscription, discovered in the mid-1980s in the attic of Constantine's Arch. The text apparently mentions a Colossus/ and its rededication to Divus Romulus, Maxentius's deceased son, by Lucius Cornelius Fortunatianus, a governor of Sardinia at the time. The extraordinary scale of the letters is such that the panels could only have been located on a base proportionate to a colossal statue. Presumably, this new inscription was installed on the base of the Colossus of Sol in conjunction with its (otherwise unattested) rededication under Maxentius. Such a rededication makes sense in the context of Maxentius's radical transformation, through a series of major architectural commissions, of the Velian Hill just to the west. After Constantine's defeat of Maxentius in 312, the dedicatory inscription was removed from the colossus (and no doubt replaced) and buried in the attic of the new emperor's victory monument. A passage in Nazarius's Panegyric of 321, a speech in honor of Constantine, may provide another clue to the fortunes of the colossus in the early fourth century. Describing Maxentius's many depredations of the city, the orator proclaims: "Behold, for sorrow! (words come with difficulty), the violent overthrow of venerable statues and the ugly erasure of the divine visage." The meaning of the passage is somewhat opaque, but it is possible that Maxentius showed aggression, late in his reign, toward statues of Constantine that he (Maxentius) would have set up previously in Rome during the period of their short-lived alliance (307–8). This is the common interpretation of the passage, and the translation cited above is weighted toward this reading. The Latin phrase litura deformis, translated above as "ugly erasure," however, should be understood as an alteration that changes the form of something for the worse. Thus, at least one scholar has
read the passage as a reference not to the destruction of images but to their recarving or adaptation, that is, from portraits of Constantine into portraits of Maxentius. Furthermore, the singular forms of both |ita and divinis voitius (the divine visage) suggest that Nazarius had in mind not some widespread practice but rather a particular case, presumably one notorious enough that the oblique reference would have been comprehensible to his audience a decade after the fact. It is possible that the orator was thinking of the recarving of some single, distinguished, well-known portrait of Constantine. Yet it is unlikely that such a statue would have been erected in Maxentius’s Rome in the first place, for the brief alliance between Maxentius and his brother-in-law Constantine was tense and fragile from the start. The statue the orators erected in each other’s honor in their respective territories would no doubt have been relatively understated monuments. For these reasons, one candidate for the special “divine visage” altered by Maxentius is that of the Solar Colossus. The colossus fits the bill as a very famous monument that would already have been standing in Maxentius’s day and would have been associated with Constantine by the time Nazarius delivered his panegyric. This identification seems all the more plausible if there was indeed a long tradition of installing new imperial portraits on the statue. If this interpretation of the passage is correct, the alteration criticized by the orator was probably the rededication of the colossus to Maxentius’s deceased son—the act otherwise known only from the fragmentary inscription. Nazarius would be putting a very tendentious spin on the facts when he implies that the colossus was already, at that early date, somehow associated with Constantine, and that the rededication was at Constantine’s expense.

To summarize, we know that both Maxentius and Constantine altered the dedicatory inscription of the Colossus of Sol: the former installed panels rededicating the monument to his son, and the latter had them removed. These acts may have taken place in conjunction with the alteration of the statue’s portrait features by one or both emperors. In this regard, Constantine behaved much like Vespasian and other earlier rulers who, after coming to power, signaled the change of regime by removing the personalizing stamp that their predecessors had made on the colossus and replacing it with imagery and/or an inscription that complemented their own imperial rhetoric. But Constantine’s appropriation of the monument also took an additional and highly novel form. By installing his triumphal arch directly in front of it, he literally transformed the way spectators saw the statue.

Up the Via Triumphalis

Constantine’s reconfiguration of the space commanded by the Colossus of Sol began back at the Circus Maximus, the southernmost point of the long, straight stretch of the Via Triumphalis that ran between the Palatine and Caelian Hills. Constantine’s attention to the structure may have been motivated in part by its need for repairs: the Chronographer of 354 reports that during the reign of Diocletian (283–305), 13,000 spectators were killed in the Circus Maximus when part of it collapsed. Constantine’s interventions, however, went well beyond simple repairs. They included an additional outer ring of seating, which greatly increased the capacity, as well as lavish adornments. The fourth-century historian Aurelius Victor reported enthusiastically that Constantine “completed the decorations on the Circus Maximus in a marvelous fashion,” while Nazarius’s panegyric offers a rather more purple description: “Lofty porticoes and columns glowing red with gold have given such uncommon adornment to the Circus Maximus itself that people gather there no less eagerly for the sake of the place than for the pleasure of the spectacle.” This describes what was completed; even more impressive was Constantine’s unrealized plan to install an ancient Egyptian obelisk on the spina (the central barrier of the racetrack) of the circus. To this end, he ordered the obelisk of Thutmose III, the largest in the world, to be transported to Rome from Heliopolis, where the pharaoh had dedicated it to the Sun in the fifteenth century BCE. Under Constantine, the obelisk made it as far as Thebes. The project was finally completed, by means of a specially built ship, under his son Constantius II.

Constantine’s spectacular renovations to the Circus Maximus would immediately have signaled to those approaching from the south that they were entering a sector of the city shaped by—and redounding to the glory of—the reigning emperor. Had all gone according to plan, Constantine’s new obelisk, sacred to the sun god, would have soared overhead, towering above the circus structures, with the result that the entire space from the circus to the Colosseum Valley would have been framed on either end by a pair of extraordinarily tall solar monuments, whose presence or current form was due to the beneficence of Constantine.

Continuing northward, viewers were treated to a highly scenographic spectacle as they approached the Colosseum Valley. The combination of the long, straight vista of this stretch of the triumphal way together with the astonishing height of the colossus drew spectators visually into the orbit of the distant monuments long before they actually reached the piazza. At this distance, the theatricality of the space was already established by the Septizodium, erected by the emperor Septimius Severus (r. 193–211) along the Via Triumphalis at the southernmost corner of the Palatine Hill (Fig. 10). The author of the Historia Augusta biography states explicitly that the primary purpose of this structure was to impress visitors arriving “from Africa,” that is, from the south. The undulating, 295-foot-(90-meter-) long, three-story columnar screen, which framed a statue of Septimius Severus, had some astrological significance relating to the seven planets (although how this was conveyed formally or iconographically is uncertain), making it an appropriate counterpart to the statue of the sun god at the end of the road up ahead.

The focalized character of the avenue leading up to the arch was reinforced by the once steeper inclines of the Palatine and Caelian Hills that flanked it, an effect heightened by the great temple complexes that dominated both hillslopes. On the Palatine stood a huge, porticated court surrounding a third-century temple dedicated by Elagabalus (r. 218–22) to Sol Invictus, but reconsecrated to Jupiter Ultor by the emperor’s successor, Alexander Severus (r. 222–235). On the Caelian loomed the great Temple of Divus Claudius, begun by the empress Agrippina and completed by Vespasian in the first century. Towering over the road, these structures
would have filled the peripheral vision of spectators heading north, rendering the low-lying vista straight ahead toward the Colosseum Valley all the more dramatic. The resulting tunnel effect would not have been unlike that created today by the avenues of trees lining the Via S. Gregorio, the modern incarnation of the Via Triumphalis. Savvy observers may also have recognized how harmoniously these two ancient temples resonated with the rhetoric of the emperor whose arch they were approaching: Sol Invictus was Constantine’s personal patron deity, while Claudius was the namesake of Constantine’s newly claimed ancestor, the emperor Claudius Gothicus (r. 268–70). The Arch of Constantine, itself a frame for the Solar Colossus, was thus in turn framed by monuments to Sol and to Constantine’s dynastic forebears.

The visual relation between the Arch of Constantine and the colossus from the perspective of the traveler heading north up the triumphal road can be roughly reconstructed by combining the known data (the 67-foot, or 21-meter, height of the arch and the 353 feet, or 107 meters, between it and the colossus) and Albertson’s proposed height of 125 feet (38 meters) for the statue. To complete the picture, however, several other pieces of missing information have to be estimated as well. Chief among these are the height of the statue’s base and the scale of the triumphal quadriga that originally stood atop the arch. My reconstruction posits a height of 19 feet 5 inches (5.92 meters, or 20 Roman feet) for the statue base (derived from the known proportions of its length and width) and 4 meters for the quadriga (also derived from a number of proportional relations) (Fig. 11). The results suggest that the views afforded to those moving along the triumphal route presented an almost cinematic spectacle of the close relation between Constantine and the sun god (Figs. 12, 13, 15, 16).

Spectators would probably have caught their first unencumbered sight of the Colosseum Valley monuments after passing through the archways of the Acqua Claudia that crossed over the Via Triumphalis, about 886 feet (270 meters) south of the arch (Fig. 12). From this distance, the upper portions of the colossus would have been visible above the roofline of the arch, framing the Constantinian quadriga (Fig. 13). The overlapping bronze statues, both probably gilded, one colored by the patina of centuries and the other gleamingly new, would have formed a striking tableau. The bronze Sol in the background would have enveloped the image of Constantine in the radiating luster of its divinity.

There is precedent for superimposing the figure of the
emperor over that of his patron deity. A very similar representation in profile appears on a gold medallion issued in 313 (Fig. 14). Here, too, Sol’s silhouette frames the figure of the emperor: Constantine’s god is literally behind him, backing him up, guaranteeing his victory. The legend of the medallion, INVICTUS CONSTANTINUS MAX AUG (invincible Constantine, greatest emperor), directly applies the sun god’s epithet to the ruler,56 while Constantine’s shield is adorned with an image of Sol in his chariot. The profiles of the twinned figures on the medallion are so similar and are lined up in such close proximity that their facial features almost become abstract elements of a repeating pattern. Thus, in both the numismatic image and along the Via Triumphalis, the references to emperor and god flicker back and forth, one nested within the other, until the distinctions between the two begin to blur. It is worth recalling that the blurring of the personae of ruler and sun god was in a sense built into the long history of the colossal statue itself, with its alternating (and often simultaneous) identifications as emperor and god.

It was the spectator moving up the road who actualized, or brought to life, the topographical expression of the dynamic relation between Constantine and Sol. As one headed north, Sol would appear to drop down gradually behind the arch, allowing the figure of Constantine in his quadriga to dominate the skyline ever more insistently (Fig. 15). At the same time, more and more of the figure of the sun god would have been visible through the arch’s central fornix. At some point, the full height of the colossal would have been perfectly framed through the 38-foot- (11.5-meter-) tall passageway and would have lined up directly with the figure of Constantine in his quadriga on the arch’s roof (Fig. 16). The inscription panel, recounting the emperor’s achievements carried out with divine assistance (see below), formed a bridge between the two statues. By my calculations, this alignment would have occurred at a distance of about 115 feet (35 meters) from the arch. Perhaps not coincidentally, this is also the point at which the Palatine Hill turns westward toward the Roman Forum, producing a natural widening of the road. This may also have been where the road gave way to the piazza, offering an ideal position from which to pause and admire the tableau of monuments ahead.57

If the distant vista of the overlapping quadriga and colossal statue resembled the overlapping figures on a Constantinian medallion, the closer view can likewise be compared to other Constantinian monuments. In particular, the spectacle of the ancient colossus framed by the new arch recalls the emperor’s various acts of architectural appropriation elsewhere in the city. Aurelius Victor informs us that “all the works that he [Maxentius] had built with such magnificence, the sanctuary of the City [the Temple of Venus and Roma] and the Basilica, were dedicated by the Senate to the merits of Flavius,” that is, to Constantine.58 These reattributions by senatorial decree were reinforced through strategic architectural interventions, which changed the appearance of the buildings enough for them to be plausibly credited to Constantine.59 At the magnificent new basilica on the Velian Hill, a monumental entrance, comprising a wide flight of steps and a pronaos with four porphyry columns, was opened up along the Via Sacra, changing the orientation of the building from east-west to south-north (Fig. 17).60 Also added was an enormous second apse, pierced by numerous aediculae, directly across from the Via Sacra entrance on the north wall, still standing today.61 Constantine further advertised his appropriation of the building by the installation in the west apse of a colossal, seated statue of himself.62

It is easy today to dismiss these alterations as merely cos-
they would have made the emperor’s act of appropriation much more tangible to the citizens of Rome than a mere senatorial fiat. Under Maxentius, Romans had approached the basilica through the narrow, nonrectilinear interstice between it and the Temple of Venus and Roma, crossed a short, wide vestibule, and entered directly into the soaring space of the central nave. After the alterations, this route now presented the spectator with an eyeful of Constantine, framed in the western apse. After Constantine’s interventions, the visitor could also approach the structure from the bustling Via Sacra, ascend a monumental staircase, and pass through a grand propylon into a long, apsidal space. From here, the soaring height of the building—as well as the colossal statue—would have been revealed only gradually, when the spectator reached the center of the interior (that is, the former central nave). In combination, they offered the spectator a totally new, Constantinian experience of this building. Constantine thus harnessed one of Maxentius’s central architectural contributions to the city to his own
ideological program. Whereas the building had previously spoken to Maxentius’s beneficence and legitimacy, it now made those claims for Constantine. At the same time, it testified to Constantine’s victory over Maxentius and his power to appropriate whatever he liked of Maxentius’s Rome.

Constantine’s alterations to the basilica furnish a useful analogy for his arch’s reframing of the ancient Solar Colossus. In both cases, the aim was not to erase the old and replace it with the new but to create a phenomenological experience that showcased both components. The interventions were loud and ostentatious, but they left the forms of the original monument essentially intact. The spectator could easily see the difference between the two and could, thereby, appreciate Constantine’s construction of new meanings out of ancient, imperial materials. Nowhere was this appropriative process clearer than the point along the Via Triumphalis at which the two-hundred-and-fifty-year-old Colossus of Sol was neatly framed in the central passageway of the Arch of Constantine.

As one approached the arch, the monument would eventually have become too tall and too wide for the eye to take in at once, and as the arch came to exceed the moving spectator’s field of vision, the figure of the colossus would have grown increasingly dominant in the central passageway. The view of the colossus presented to the spectator who had at last come through the Arch of Constantine would have been breathtaking. While the cityscape of the Esquiline Hill would have risen up behind it in the background, the upper reaches of the statue would have been silhouetted against nothing but the open sky, fully and unobstructedly visible in all its majesty. The spectacle was framed on the left by the bulk of the Temple of Venus and Roma and, on the right, by the Flavian Amphitheater, together functioning like a stage prosenium. This view can be understood as the climax of the shifting tableau produced by the juxtaposition of the new triumphal arch and the ancient colossus.

The reframing, partial obscuring, and sudden revealing of the colossus behind, through, and beyond the triumphal arch must have made for a dramatic spectacle. It recalls a passage from the panegyric delivered in 310 describing Constantine’s vision of the sun god at a temple of Apollo in Gaul. The orator claims:

You saw, I believe, O Constantine, your Apollo, accompanied by Victory, offering you laurel wreaths, each one of which carries a portent of thirty years. . . . And—now why do I say “I believe”?—you saw, and recognized yourself in the likeness of him to whom the divine songs of the bards had prophesied that rule over the whole world was due. And this I think has now happened, since you are, O Emperor, like he, youthful, joyful, a bringer of health and very handsome. This passage is helpful in thinking about the tableau at Constantine’s Colosseum Valley in a number of ways. It emphasizes the importance of sight (“you saw . . . you saw”) and the epiphanic qualities of the sudden manifestation of the dazzling sun god. Second, it very deliberately equates Constantine with Sol; the emperor “recognized” himself “in the likeness” of the god, and is “like” him in a variety of ways. Finally, it stresses the political implications of Constantine’s special relationship with the sun god, as Apollo promises the emperor “rule over the whole world [totius mundi regna]” for thirty years.

Old and New in the Constantinian Valley

My model gives the view of the arch and the Colossus of Sol from one direction only, but the Colosseum Valley was, of
course, a fluid space, situated in a heavily trafficked zone of the ancient capital, accessible from any number of directions. Constantine’s interventions here were, in fact, broad in scope, extending well beyond the erection of the arch and the alterations to the Colossus of Sol. Together, they guaranteed the spectator, regardless of the direction of approach, a dazzling panorama of new and appropriated imperial edifices.

Constantine’s interventions in the valley included monumentalizing new parapet installed around the Meta Sudans contemporaneously with the construction of the arch. This addition widened the fountain’s diameter from 53 feet (16 meters) to 83 feet (25 meters); it has been suggested that the parapet could have been topped with something like a colonnade, but there is no evidence for (or against) this. The enlargement of the fountain’s footprint would have had a marked effect on the flow of traffic through the valley, for the new parapet lay directly in the path of the spectator coming through the arch. Unfortunately, there is no way to know what effect it had on the sight lines facing the colossus; that would depend on the height of both the parapet and the statue base. (For my reconstruction, I have assumed a parapet 5 Roman feet [4 feet 7 inches or 1.4 meters] tall with no colonnade.) Regardless, the choice to widen the fountain is somewhat puzzling, given its partial obstruction of the central pathway through the arch. Perhaps by monumentalizing the space just beyond the arch, the fourth-century designers sought to encourage the spectator to pause, perhaps even to sit down, and admire the view of the colossus ahead. Aside from its awkward spatial implications, the ideological impetus for the aggrandizement of the Meta Sudans is clear. The embellishment would have furthered Constantine’s appropriation of the Colosseum Valley and bolstered his identity as urban benefactor. It would also have underscored his dynastic association with the imperial Flavians, under whom the monument had been built in the first century CE.

Constantine made his mark on at least one other structure in the Colosseum Valley: the Temple of Venus and Roma. This temple, which had been rebuilt from the ground up by Maxentius after the Hadrianic version was destroyed by fire, was one of two buildings that Aurelius Victor says was rededicated to Constantine by the Senate. Unfortunately, unlike at the other rededicated structure, the basilica on the Velian Hill, the archaeological evidence for contemporaneous physical interventions at the redeated temple is scanty. At the very least, a prominent new inscription honoring Constantine must have been installed on the building. Constantine also underscored his appropriation of the temple through a series of numismatic issues in honor of Roma, as well as by his choice of an image of this deity for the central keystone on the northern facade of the arch.

Thus, though the visual relation between the arch and the colossus would have been far less dynamic from perspectives other than the northward-facing one described above, the basic message of Constantinian legitimacy and authority was plain no matter how one approached the Colosseum Valley. From the gentle rise of the Via Sacra to the west or the upper galleries of the Flavian Amphitheater to the east, spectators would have been able to survey the ensemble of new, old, and renovated monuments. From either of these vantage points, a spine of freestanding structures (colossus-fountain-arch or arch-fountain-colossus) would have defined the middle ground and would have been framed by the enormous mass of the amphitheater (built by Constantine’s Flavian “ances-
The colossal statue of Sol that spectators approaching the Colosseum Valley saw looming above and then through the Constantine, Sol, and Christ subject of its ideology. While the basic messages of Constantine’s program in the Colosseum Valley would have been discernible from any angle, the view I have been emphasizing, from the Via Triumphalis facing north, was not only the most visually spectacular but also the most ideologically laden. It was the perspective that Constantine himself would have surveyed during his triumphal entry into the city in 315 (when he returned to Rome to celebrate the tenth anniversary of his reign), as would any traveler whose route followed that of the triumphal procession from the Circus Maximus to the Roman Forum. This itinerary could never be an ideologically neutral one in ancient Rome, for the road was lined with triumphal arches, collectively representing the sum of Roman imperialism and military might. Spanning everyday thoroughfares that on special occasions did double duty as the route of the triumphal parade, these monuments transformed the simple act of walking through the city center into a reenactment of the triumphal procession. The imagery on the arches contributed to this effect. The tall column pedestals of both the Arch of Constantine and the Arch of Septimius Severus presented, directly at eye level, images of Roman soldiers parading captive enemies through these very streets and passing through these very arches (Fig. 18). Everyday pedestrians could not but have identified, on some level, with these figures of triumphal marchers, whose movements they replicated with their own bodies. Triumphal arches thus gave the streets an ideological charge, reaffirming the nexus of conquest, imperial benefaction, and urban form, and made ordinary citizens complicit in their message.

The positioning of Constantine’s triumphal arch at a location where it framed the Solar Colossus added another dimension to this phenomenon. The arch, of course, does not actually reframe the colossus at all; this reframing happens only at a third point, through the eyes of the viewer. The tableau I have been describing does not exist independently of the spectator; it is the spectator’s gaze that constitutes it, the way a piece of music does not exist independently of its performance by a musician. Constantine’s urban composition thus generates mutual acts of constitution: the spectator’s of the tableau, and the tableau’s of the spectator as the subject of its ideology.

**Constantine, Sol, and Christ**

The colossal statue of Sol that spectators approaching the Colosseum Valley saw looming above and then through the monumental views—the arches beyond it. Constantine’s multiple and multifarious appropriations of preexisting structures in the Colosseum Valley ensured that from any vantage point, one was confronted with evidence of the emperor’s urban benefactions—as well as his close relationship with the sun god, his ancestral ties to the first-century Flavians, and his absolute victory over Maxentius.25

While the basic messages of Constantine’s program in the Colosseum Valley would have been discernible from any angle, the view I have been emphasizing, from the Via Triumphalis facing north, was not only the most visually spectacular but also the most ideologically laden. It was the perspective that Constantine himself would have surveyed during his triumphal entry into the city in 315 (when he returned to Rome to celebrate the tenth anniversary of his reign), as would any traveler whose route followed that of the triumphal procession from the Circus Maximus to the Roman Forum. This itinerary could never be an ideologically neutral one in ancient Rome, for the road was lined with triumphal arches, collectively representing the sum of Roman imperialism and military might. Spanning everyday thoroughfares that on special occasions did double duty as the route of the triumphal parade, these monuments transformed the simple act of walking through the city center into a reenactment of the triumphal procession. The imagery on the arches contributed to this effect. The tall column pedestals of both the Arch of Constantine and the Arch of Septimius Severus presented, directly at eye level, images of Roman soldiers parading captive enemies through these very streets and passing through these very arches (Fig. 18). Everyday pedestrians could not but have identified, on some level, with these figures of triumphal marchers, whose movements they replicated with their own bodies. Triumphal arches thus gave the streets an ideological charge, reaffirming the nexus of conquest, imperial benefaction, and urban form, and made ordinary citizens complicit in their message.

The positioning of Constantine’s triumphal arch at a location where it framed the Solar Colossus added another dimension to this phenomenon. The arch, of course, does not actually reframe the colossus at all; this reframing happens only at a third point, through the eyes of the viewer. The tableau I have been describing does not exist independently of the spectator; it is the spectator’s gaze that constitutes it, the way a piece of music does not exist independently of its performance by a musician. Constantine’s urban composition thus generates mutual acts of constitution: the spectator’s of the tableau, and the tableau’s of the spectator as the subject of its ideology.
Sol Invictus driving his chariot through the universe [in numismatic images]. It is as if irresistible, divine power flows from the outstretched hand, destroying the enemy opposing him, bringing mercy, beneficence and victory in its wake. The whole meaning of the gesture can be understood in this image: it expresses the divine power of the Sun-emperor. It reveals the unity of the Autocrat and the Cosmocrator. It symbolizes the divine identity of Constantine-Sol.25

It is remarkable that in neither his lengthy monograph on the Arch of Constantine (which pays close attention to the monument’s solar imagery) nor in any of his other studies of the sun god did L’Orange ever point out the topographical relation between the arch and the Solar Colossus across the piazza. Equally remarkable is how little impact his analysis of the arch’s solar imagery has made on the literature on Constantine’s religious policies. Most historians, intently focused on the matter of Constantine’s Christianity, simply ignore the monument. Those who do consider it tend to limit their attention to the inscription, with its famous reference to the *instinctu divinitatis*, the heavenly force that granted the emperor his victory. The text states that the monument was dedicated to Constantine “because, by the inspiration of the divinity and by the greatness of his mind, he and his army avenged the republic with just weapons at once from the tyrant and from all his party.”26 The “inspiration of the divinity” has long been interpreted as a shrewdly elliptical reference to Christ, calculated both to honor Constantine’s new patron deity and to avoid giving offense to the overwhelmingly non-Christian Senate and people of Rome.27

This interpretation rests on the assumption that Constantine was already a full-fledged Christian by the time of the arch’s dedication in 315. The key piece of evidence for this view (aside from the highly tendentious Christian story of his conversion at the Milvian Bridge in 312 told by Eusebius and Lactantius28) is the Edict of Milan, issued in 313. This decree, which allowed all inhabitants of the empire to worship whatever god they chose, thus ending the persecution of the Christians, represents Constantine’s earliest public declaration of support for the religion.29 What it does not show, however, is that Constantine actually was at this date (or, indeed, at any point in his reign) a Christian in our sense of
the word: a merely mortal, actively monotheistic servant of Christ. Like all Roman emperors before him, Constantine represented himself as the divinely chosen, godlike agent of heavenly will on earth; he saw no contradiction between his worship of Christ and the worship of himself and his family in the traditional rites and practices of the Roman imperial cult. Both the logic and language of the Edict of Milan are likewise highly traditional: the safety and prosperity of the Roman Empire depended on the proper worship of all the gods. There is, in other words, no shortage of reminders that Constantine was first and foremost a Roman emperor, and a Christian only secondarily—despite the shrill protestations to the contrary from the ancient theologians.

As I hope to have shown, the question of how fully committed a Christian Constantine was by the time of the arch's dedication in 313 is, at any rate, beside the point. It is hard to believe that contemporaries in Rome would have understood the inscription as a reference to the emperor's new god, given its context on a monument adorned with multiple references to Sol. Spectators, furthermore, could hardly have overlooked the 120-foot bronze statue of the sun god looming over the arch, directly aligned with the figure of Constantine on top, with the inscription itself, and with the central passageway. For these reasons, it seems likely that most observers would have understood the phrase "instincto divinitatis" as a reference not to Christ but to Sol, although the small population of Christians in the ancient capital could, of course, have interpreted it as they saw fit. Whoever chose the language of the inscription may have striven for ambiguity in the description of Constantine's divine support, but in every other aspect of the monument, from its sculptural imagery to its setting, the favored deity is unambiguously Sol.

In sum, the projects in the Colosseum Valley undertaken in Constantine's name were characterized by a programmatic scope that extends well beyond the mere erection of a triumphal arch. The ideological and rhetorical coherence of the space was not unlike that of the imperial fora built by Trajan and Augustus several centuries earlier. The area and the spectator's experience of the preexisting monuments were reshaped by the positioning of the new structure. The complex visual interplay between the Arch of Constantine and the Colossus of Sol, as well as between the parallel, vertical forms of the Circus Maximus obelisk and the colossus, effectively transformed the entire stretch of road leading up to the arch into a Constantinian arena of sorts, doubling the programmatic content of the new additions to the valley itself. It advertised the emperor's urban benefactions, his connection to the first-century Flavians, his triumph over Maxentius, and his close relationship with the sun god Sol.

The transition from the narrow space of the road running between the Palatine and Caelian Hills, through the arch, and into the suddenly wide open plaza filled with famous, architectural riches would have created a dazzling effect. Visitors would have been encouraged to stop and enjoy the spectacle by the inviting presence of the fountain parapet immediately before them. To the left rose the great Temple of Venus and Roma, freshly rededicated in Constantine's name, to the right the majestic Flavian Amphitheater, built by the emperor's Flavian ancestors, and up ahead towered the sun god, Constantine's personal protector. These centuries-old monuments, drafted into service for the new emperor, were in effect made new again through careful adaptations, rededications, and refinements. Their already complicated stratigraphy of meanings was thus overlaid with a Constantinian layer—an important one, but hardly, of course, the last.
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61. There has been some controversy in recent years surrounding the traditional dating of these alterations to the reign of Constantine; see Susanna Le Per, and Linda P. Elia, *Sacra Via: Note topografiche,* in *Bollettino della Commissione Archeologica Comunale di Roma 91* (1986): 247-49, who believe that the Via Sacra entrance was part of the basilica's original design under Maxentius; and Filippo Coarelli, *Praefectura Urbana,* in *LTUR*, vol. 4 (1999), 59-60, who date the interventions to the late fourth century. The former suggestion is refuted by the evidence discussed in Theodora Leonore Hores, *Paris, A Proposal for a Dating System of Late Antique Masonry Structures in Rome and Ostia* (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1982), 111-12, although this shows only that the architectural postulate of the original construction. The archaeological evidence is far from conclusive, but the Constantinian date still makes the most sense historically; see Amanda Claridge, *Rome: An Oxford Archaeological Guide* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 116; and Curran, *Pagan City, 81 n. 36.*

The round numbers of the length and width suggest a maximum height of 10 Roman feet (about 9 feet 7 inches, or just under 3 meters), although these dimensions (60 by 50 by 10) would make for a very squat base. The base in Bergmann's reconstruction drawing is, by contrast, 20 Roman feet tall (see n. 25 above). This seems more appropriate in terms of overall proportions (both to the other dimensions of the base and to the height of the statue), although a statue base three times taller than a human being may strike some readers as implausible.
63. The fragments of this statue are now in the courtyard of the Conservatori Museum in Rome. Kähler, "Konstantin 513," suggested that the new north apse was built to accommodate the relocated judicial tribunal, which Constantine's sacerdote statue had displaced from its former setting at the east end of the nave. Others argue that the statue originally represented Maxentius and was thus part of the building's original design; see Jucker, "Von der Angemessenheit der Stüle," 55-57; Coarelli, "L'Urbe e il suburbio," 32; and Varner, From Caligula to Constantine, 14; and idem, Maturation and Transformation, 287. Still other hypotheses identify the original statue as Hadrian (Evelyn B. Harrison, "The Constantinian Portrait," Dumbarton Oaks Papers 21 (1967): 79-96; and Cécile Evers, "Remarques sur l'iconographie de Constantine: À propos du remploi de portraits des 'Bons Empereurs,'" Mélanges de l'Ecole Française de Rome 109 (1997): 785-806) or as some third-century ruler (Knudsen, "The Portraits of Constantine," 169; and Fichten and Zanker, Katalog der Römischen Porträts, 147-52). Most recently, Ensoli, "I colossi da bronzo a Roma," argued that it was Maxentius who first appropriated this colossus of "Hadrian" and recarved it to his own portrait, and that Constantine then had the image altered a second time to his own features.

64. Patrizio Pensabene, "Il riempiego nell'età costantiniana à Roma," in Bonaccone and Fusco, Costantino il Grande, 762, for example, suggests that Constantine merely "limited himself to completing the projects begun by Maxentius."

65. The vault of the central east-west nave is estimated to have been about 33 feet (10 meters) taller than the 82-foot- (25-meter-) high vaults of the side aisles.

66. The effect of the alterations is comparable, in some ways, to that of the addition of I. M. Pei's glass pyramid in the Cour Napoleon, which utterly transformed both the appearance and the visitor's experience of the Temple of Vesta in Rome. It is also similar in terms of how central that renovation was to President François Mitterrand's much-touted, self-aggrandizing "Grands Projets."

67. It is interesting to note that the heights of the Flavian Amphitheater (100 feet, or 30.5 meters) and of the Temple of Venus and Roma (141 feet, or 43.5 meters) with the podium) are very close to those that estimated for the colossus (145 feet, or 44 meters, with the base). These balanced heights are perhaps evidence of the careful planning that went into Hadrian's interventions in the Colosseum Valley.

68. Nixon and Rodgers, In Praise of Later Roman Emperors, 248-51; Penaguci Latini 6.21-4-7; Violisti enim, credo, Constantino, Apollinim tuum comitante Victoria coronas tibi laureas offerebant, quae tricennium singulariter ferunt omum annorum.... Et innum quod dixi "credito"?... Violisti teque in Illius specie recognoscevi, cui totus mundi regna debelli vatum carmina divina cecinereunt. Quod ego nunc demum arbitror contingere, Cum tu sis, ut ille, iuvenis et laetus e! salutifer carmina divina cecinerunt. Quod ego nunc demum arbitror contigisse, cum tu sis, ut ille, iuvenis et laetus e! salutifer. "Cum tu sis, ut ille, iuvenis et laetus e! salutifer carmina divina cecinereunt. Quod ego nunc demum arbitror contigisse, cum tu sis, ut ille, iuvenis et laetus e! salutifer."


71. See n. 59 above.

72. The difficulty of tracing the building's early architectural history is due to its heavily reconstructed appearance, with the addition of I. M. Pei's glass pyramid in the Cour Napoleon, which utterly transformed both the appearance and the visitor's experience of the Temple of Vesta in Rome.


74. The difficulty of tracing the building's early architectural history is due to its heavily reconstructed appearance, with the addition of I. M. Pei's glass pyramid in the Cour Napoleon, which utterly transformed both the appearance and the visitor's experience of the Temple of Vesta in Rome.

75. A similar argument is made, with different evidence, by Wilson Jones, "Genesis and Mimesis," 69, who sees the Constantian interventions in the piazza as being characterized by a "unity of intention. It should be noted, however, that some of the claims in his discussion are erroneous. There is, for example, no evidence for the installation of a cult of the genius Flavia in the Temple of Venus and Roma. Furthermore, in his figure 2, Wilson Jones indicates that the exterior of the Flavian Amphitheater was the site of another "Constantian restoration project." The only renovations made to the amphitheater of which I am aware were on the interior: the insertion of a parapet wall in front of the first row of seats. The marble blocks of this wall were inscribed with the names of senators, which allows us to date the addition to the late third/early fourth century, but not necessarily to the reign (and certainly not to the imperial cult of Constantine (Ada Gabucci, Il Colosso [Milan: Electa, 1993], 179). It should also be noted that Wilson Jones leaves out a key piece of evidence for Constantine's program in the valley, namely, the aggrandizement of the Mete Sudans.

76. For the identifications of these badly worn figures, see L'Orange and von Gerkan, Der Spätantike Bildschmuck, 138-44. The figure of Sol in the niche on the left side of the west wall of the cist forensis is identifiable by his radiate crown, raised right hand, and globe. The figure of Constantine opposite him is identifiable by his military garb and by the Victory crowning his head (ibid., 138-39).


78. L'Orange, ibid., 330-51, suggests that the iconography was based on a specific cult statue, possibly brought to Rome through the agency of Julia Domna (the wife of Septimius Severus). Several of the earliest portraits of the emperors of Baal in Emesa, Syria. This hypothesis is rejected by Hjønnes, "The Sun Which Did Not Rise," 124, along with his broader rejection of an eastern origin for the Roman cult of the Sun. At any rate, there is no question that, for whatever reason, the raised right hand became an attribute of Sol in Roman representations from the late second century on.


80. Corpus inscriptionum latinarum, vol. 6, no. 1129: "quod instinctu divinitatis mentis / magnitudinem cum exercitu suo / tam de tyranno quam de omnibus suis / facieo uno tempore iustis / rem publicam utius est armis. . . ."


83. The edict also restores to Christians all of their previously seized property. The rescript was issued jointly in Constantine's and Licinius's names, even though the latter, Constantine's co-ruler in the eastern half of the empire, was not himself a Christian. The key sources are Lactanius, De Moribus Persecutorum 48.2-12; and Eusebius, Historia Ecclesiastica 10.5.2-14. For a recent discussion, see Drake, Constantine and the Bishops, 193-98.

84. A point forcefully argued by Wallraff, Christus versus Sol; and idem, "Constantine's Devotion to the Sun."

85. Pliny, for example, frequently describes Trajan as Jupiter's chosen pre-destined on earth; Pliny, Panegyricus 8.3, 10.1, 8.3. This relationship is graphically represented on the central apse and on the frieze of the Arch of Trajan at Benevento, on which Jupiter appears to be handing his thunderbolt over to the emperor, who is certainly not a deified emperor (Ada Gabucci, Il Colosso [Milan: Electa, 1993], 179). It should also be noted that Wilson Jones leaves out a key piece of evidence for Constantine's program in the valley, namely, the aggrandizement of the Mete Sudans.

86. Most recently on the imperial cult under Constantine, see Vakóvski Tabora, "The Date and Significance of the Constantian Inscription of His pellum," Studia Classica et Orientalia 45 (1997): 369-410.

87. On the postantique fortunes of the Colosseum Valley monuments, see Marlowe, "The Mutability of All Things," 31. What follows are a few caveats and final thoughts about the reconstructions presented in this essay. The Auto Cad program with which they were generated does not handle round shapes with ease, hence the irregular and unauthentic appearance of the Colosseum. The implausible cleanliness of these images is also potentially disturbing. The urban passageway that is the focus of this article was one of the most heavily trafficked in ancient...
Rome, and yet we see no trace of human impact or presence, such as broken paving stones, carts, filth, strutting senators, supine beggars. I chose not to add any such figures or details, as they would no doubt have distracted from the focus of the image and come across as simplistic or silly. Without them, however, the reconstructions take on a disconcerting purity of form, recalling the totalitarian’s utopia of an ideal, dehumanized, classical cityscape.

Also of concern is the misleading semblance of equal certainty among all the data included in a reconstruction image. There is no way visually to convey the fact that some of the information (for example, the height and appearance of the Arch of Constantine) is indisputable, empirical fact, whereas other pieces of the picture are based on careful deductions from solid, reliable evidence (such as the heights of the Meta Sudans or the Temple of Venus and Roma), and still others are derived from far more hypothetical calculations (the height and appearance of the colossus). Nor is there a way to illustrate the possibility that there may have been other structures in the area (along the slopes of the Palatine, for example, or other triumphal arches along the road) of which we no longer have any trace. These uncertainties become particularly worrying when one considers the aura of objective science and infallibility that computer-generated models invariably acquire, particularly in the minds of students. By contrast, the human marks of the hand-drawn reconstruction sketch, such as those published in Diane G. Favro, *The Urban Image of Augustan Rome* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), seem to advertise their subjectivity and are more readily understood to be the product of a single individual’s imagination and best guesses, emendable in the face of new evidence.

Despite these many drawbacks, the reconstructions offered here are useful, I hope, for showing the proportional relations among the structures and, more generally, for aiding the visual imagination of the reader. I would emphasize, however, that they are intended not as an end in themselves, but rather as a means to consider larger historical questions.
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